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In the tradition of O'Reilly's "In a Nutshell" series, Python in a Nutshell offers Python programmers one place to look when they need help remembering or deciphering the syntax of this open source language and its many modules.  This comprehensive reference guide makes it easy to look up all the most frequently needed information--not just about the Python language itself, but also the most frequently used parts of the standard library and the most important third-party extensions.
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The Verilog® Hardware Description LanguageSpringer, 2002

	The Verilog language is a hardware description language that provides a means of specifying a digital system at a wide range of levels of abstraction. The language supports the early conceptual stages of design with its behavioral level of abstraction, and the later implementation stages with its structural abstractions. The language includes...
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Flute For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	An excellent primer for those with little or no experience playing the flute


	Always wanted to play the flute? Are you a former flautist who wants to refresh your skills? Flute For Dummies is the guide for you. Following along with the book's accompanying CD, you will learn the nuances of playing the flute as an...
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Book of the Moon: A Guide to Our Closest NeighborHarry N. Abrams, 2019

	
		Have you ever wondered if there are seasons on the moon or if space tourism will ever become commonplace? So has Dr. Maggie Aderin-Pocock. In fact, she earned her nickname “Lunatic” because of her deep fascination for all things lunar. In her lucidly written, comprehensive guide to the moon, Aderin-Pocock takes readers...
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C++ Programming in easy stepsIn Easy Steps, 2011

	
		C++ Programming in Easy Steps instructs you how to program in the powerful C++ language, giving complete examples that illustrate each aspect.

		

		C++ Programming in Easy Steps begins by explaining how to download and install a free C++ compiler so you can quickly begin to create your own executable...
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Powerboater's Guide to Electrical Systems, Second EditionInternational Marine, 2007
Understand, troubleshoot, repair, and upgrade your boat’s electrical systems
  

Frustrated by the high cost of basic electrical work but nervous about tackling such projects yourself? Get sound advice and guidance from author Ed Sherman, who wrote and teaches the American Boat & Yacht Council’s...
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MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram: Implementing and Maintaining Microsoft SQL Server 2005 ExamQue, 2006
The MCTS 70-431 Exam Cram is a must-have resource in your MCTS 70-431 exam preparation. The Exam Cram focuses on exactly what you need to know to get certified. This includes features like:

	
    Complete coverage of all 70-431 exam objectives
...
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